
The EH I AC can calculate the Mac* poiition and speed of a projactila aach 1/10 of a 

second throughout iti flight, and do it foster than tha projactila reaches it* target. 

How high is up? 

When Uncle Sam’s Ground Forces soldiers dis- 
play their marksmanship, there’s more to their 
accuracy than meets the eye. Back of them is the 
world’s greatest aggregation of scientific research. 

Perhaps the most uncanny development along 
these lines is the ENIAC, a massive, 30-ton com- 

puting and calculating machine perfected by 
civilian science and industry for, and in co-opera- 
tion with, the U. S. Army Ordnance Department. 

ENIAC is an almost unbelievable complexity of 
electrical circuits operating 18,000 electronic 
tubes. It adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides and 
computes square roots of astronomical figures... 
makes split-second calculations which would 
ordinarily require thousands of man-hours. 

How does this benefit the soldier in the field? 
As one of many ways, by computing in advance 
the true course of any kind of projectile under 
every known condition, involving weather, tem- 

perature, wind velocity and many other factors. 
It can predict, for example, to within a few feet 

exactly when, where and how fast a rocket, fired 
120 miles up into the stratosphere, will land. 

ENIAC, “Walkie-Talkie,” “night sight” view- 
ers, recoilless rifles, radar, television and count- 

less other scientific aids make the American 
Ground Forces soldier superior to any other 
soldier in the world. And to understand and know 
how to use these complicated devices, the soldier 
himself must be — and is — a superior type. 

Today hundreds of thousands of alert young 
men are taking advantage of the training and 

experience offered by the Regular Army. They 
are attending schools, specializing in more than 
200 skills and trades, traveling abroad, preparing 
themselves for interesting, well-paid careers in 
the Army and civilian life. 

Any physically fit young man from 18 to 34 
inclusive (17 with parents’ consent) may enlist 
in the new peacetime Regular Army. New higher 
pay, good food and quarters, education and the 
opportunity for advancement make this one of the 

most attractive careers open today- Get full details 
at your nearest Army Recruiting Station. 
List«<t to "Sound Oft," "Warriort of Pooco.” "Voice of the Army," 
"Proudly Wu Hoi I" and No/or football Broadcast* on your radio. 

1). S. ARMY RECRUITING SERVICE 

NEW PAY SCALE 
la ktMm to CMhiaf, Faad, laifiag, tad Metical aad Daatal Cara 

Matter Sergeant 
or Firtt Sergeant 

Technical Sergeant 
Staff Sergeant 
Sergeant .... 

Corporal 
Private Firtt Clan 
Private. 

MONTHLY 

Starting 
•ate fay 

far 
Meet* 

#169.00 
139.00 
119.00 
100.00 
90.00 
80.00 
79.00 

RETIREMENT 
INCOME AFTER: 

20 Years' JO rears' 
Service Service 

#107.29 #189.63 
87.79 191.88 
74.79 129.38 
69.00 112.90 
98.90 101.29 
92.00 90.00 
48.79 84.38 

IN ADDITION TO 1 20% Incretse lor Service Oversets. 
COLUMN ONE > 50% Increase if Member of Flyin( or Glider Crews, 
or THE HOOVE ) 5% Incretse in Pay for Lack 3 Years of Service 

YOUR REGULAR ARMY SERVES THE NATION AND MANKIND IN WAR AND PEACE —CHOOSE THIS FINE PROFESSION NOW 

TW *-»-** 


